A New Look
SkillPlan’s Document Literacy and The Language of Documents are now
bundled together as a set in this new presentation, Document Use at Work.
Together, the two provide a thorough introduction to using documents, an
essential skill.
The need for people to come to a job work-ready in a competitive
environment increases the need for training in essential skills. Assumptions
about worker competence in using schedules, catalogues, manuals, schematics,
production charts and other forms of workplace documents are just that,
assumptions. The reality for many is that learning the job means figuring out
the paperwork – or computer screens, or LED displays – that are an integral
part of jobs today. And some of that learning can be done in the multitude of
classes that focus on employability, and also, for the successfully hired, in
critical workplace training.
Workplace educators and company trainers are indeed responding to the
demands of the amazing learning curves some workers face. They are preparing
themselves for an area that may bring with it a new skill set, the deliberate
teaching of the skills of document use. Document Use at Work serves a need
by taking a close look at the intricacies of document classification and
structure. It is a serious attempt to address the learning of this most fundamental
of essential skills.
The two publications that make up Document Use at Work have proven
to be important resources in the field of essential skills. Both are very much
in demand in a field that has only recently committed to the intentional teaching
of document use skills.
With the production of Document Use at Work, SkillPlan formalizes the
complementary roles that Document Literacy and The Language of Documents,
have in any essential skills resource library.
It is our hope that this resource will support your contribution in assisting
individuals as they make their contribution in the workforce.

Lynda Fownes
Executive Director
SkillPlan
BC Construction Industry Skills Improvement Council
Burnaby, British Columbia
September 2004
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About SkillPlan
The BC Construction Industry Skills Improvement Council, SkillPlan, is a joint labour/
management initiative of the BC construction industry which was established in 1991.
The Council is the construction industry’s response to an evolving workplace and the
many technological changes which are transforming the nature of work.
The blueprint for SkillPlan is an industry-wide needs assessment carried out in 1991
which indicated a diversity of educational needs among the 45,000 construction workers
in British Columbia and the Yukon Territory and the companies which employ them.
Now, as then, most workers feel the need to keep up with new trends and new technology
if they are to remain employable in a industry which increasingly requires a flexible and
well-trained workforce. Many older workers find that time and disuse has eroded some
basic skills, and they no longer feel confident about their ability to take on new tasks or
learn new skills. Workers for whom English is a second language need to improve language skills so that they can understand health and safety information, read collective
agreements and cope with complex technical manuals.
The premise of SkillPlan is that a solid foundation of essential skills is necessary for the
development of technical and trade skills. SkillPlan’s aim is to provide opportunities for
workers to upgrade basic skills so that they will be better able to participate in the many
trade and safety training programs offered through the industry’s training plans. To reach
this goal, SkillPlan researches emerging training needs, develops programs, and works
with a variety of partners to deliver workshops, courses and programs to construction
workers in the organized sector.

About the Author
Julian Evetts is an adult basic education instructor and consultant. During twelve years
in adult literacy and basic education, he has worked as an instructor, program developer,
and researcher. He is a regular at Alberta Vocational College - Calgary where he works as
a workplace training consultant and as an instructor at the Calgary Herald Learning
Centre. When not working at the College, he participates in a variety of projects and
activities at SkillPlan. He is also the current editor of the bottom line, the newsletter of the
Western Canada Workplace Essential Skills Training Network.
His diverse background includes work as a sign painter, intercom installer, roadie for a
blues band, woodworking instructor, mechanic, and car wash manager. His formal education spans the faculties of engineering, arts and science, and education.
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Introduction
A walk around any workplace will confirm that nearly all reading and
writing tasks are focused on documents which are intimately connected
Documents are the
with the work process. These documents are used by workers to find
medium for many
information needed to get their jobs done, and for the collection and
workplace reading and
reporting of information needed elsewhere in the work process. In
writing tasks.
general, document use in the workplace is unlike reading and writing
tasks found in schools and training institutions. As numerous researchers have discovered, reading and writing tasks in the workplace are
carried out for different purposes, use different strategies, and are often
at a higher level of complexity than reading and writing in school.
Despite these differences, very little work has been done to identify and
teach skills which would be helpful to workers who must deal with the
requirements for document literacy on the job.
Although ‘document literacy’ is a useful term, and points to the
Document types include visible difference between prose in books and written information
entry forms, catalogues, organized into catalogues, forms, and schedules, the term tends to
restrict our understanding to paper documents alone. A better term to
and schematics. Many
are printed on paper, but describe workplace reading and writing skills would be ‘information
others appear only on a design literacy.’ More and more information is extracted from electronic
video display screen.
databases and on-line catalogues, and data is increasingly entered
directly into computer terminals. From an information design point of
view, the boundary between paper and computer display is invisible. For
example, the pop-up definition for a vocabulary word in an on-screen
help window has the same purpose as a footnote or parenthetical remark
in a paper document. The reader must be aware of the conventions for
footnotes in the paper document and of hypertext links in the help
window. Both types of information can be used or ignored by the reader.
Workers of all persuasions spend portions of their day retrieving
Most workers will use
information from forms, directories, maps, databases, and code books.
documents in the course Other portions are spent entering information in log books, entry forms,
of their working day.
and computer terminals. Whether one chooses to classify this information handling activity as ‘reading and writing’ is a mote point; it is often
cognitively complex and vital to productivity and safety. The future will
undoubtedly bring new types of information design, new ways of
representing information, and a greater requirement for workers to use
complex documents in the course of their jobs.
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The variety and complexity of documents
are increasing as more
information is gathered
and used in the work
process.

Document literacy is
critical for many tasks
at work.

Research shows that
many people have a
limited ability to
process the information
found in documents.

2

Information exists in a variety of formats which use a combination of
text, numbers, drawings and schematics. Using documents, whether on
paper or on a computer screen, demands some knowledge of document
organization. The sophistication and variety of ‘information skills’
needed in the workplace is increasing. Some of the change is being
driven by the increase in legislation covering health and safety, environmental issues, and land use. However, most is the result of the growing
complexity of our cities, our information systems, and our technology.
Digging a hole will never be as simple as it used to be. Today’s
would-be excavator needs a whole team. Planners have to organize and
coordinate a number of specialists, obtain regulatory approval, and
manage the project. Technicians with sensors will have to locate and
mark the conduits for water, sewer, gas, electricity, phone, and perhaps
even optical fibre data line. Traffic has to be diverted and concrete
sawed before the first shovel hits the ground. A small hole in a busy
downtown street may involve scores of workers, and the documents it
creates would fill your briefcase!
It is not just technical and managerial workers who will need better
document literacy skills. Many entry-level jobs demand a great deal of
document use. A security guard, for example, is responsible for extensive record keeping and often has to search through multiple directories,
listings, and forms for needed information. Reading and writing text is
only the beginning. Workers also need the ability to use these skills as
problem solving tools.
Document literacy describes the skills needed to use a variety of
information designs. It includes the ability to use a chart containing
information displayed in rows and columns, fill in a form using category
labels for response entries, and find relevant passages in a code book.
Studies such as the Young Adult Literacy survey carried out by National
Assessment of Educational Progress (Kirsch and Jungeblut, 1986) or the
survey of Literacy Skills Used in Daily Activities (Statscan. 1990)
demonstrate that a significant number of people can not deal with
complex information displays such as bus schedules or entry forms.
Although some teachers, and some programs, actively promote skills
with textbooks and other documents, document literacy has not been an
area which has been taught systematically. Curriculum developers in
workplace programs are advised to “gather workplace materials”
(Belfiore, 1996, p. 18), but many instructors are at a loss to see how
materials such as payroll slips, site maps, and building plans can be
used in an educational program. Sometimes an inability to use documents is treated lightly, as in the case of the professor who can read
Descartes, but can not read the procedural prose necessary to program
his VCR. For the professor, this inability is an unimportant quirk; for the
technician at the VCR repair shop, the inability to read and follow
procedural directions is a crippling deficiency.
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Audience
This handbook is written for practitioners in workforce education. It
originates from the perception that what we generally define as literacy
is limited to the ability to read and write continuous prose. Ignored in
many discussions of literacy is the fact that much, if not most, information in the workplace is contained in formats other than continuous
prose passages. The skill needed to interpret and use the many schedules, forms, plans, parts books, and diagrams which are an important
feature of everyday life, and critical for work, has become known as
‘document literacy.’ One can imagine a wide readership who might find
it useful to consider the subject of document literacy—the trainers and
instructors who teach trade skills, technical skills, health and safety,
quality and assurance; however, this guide is primarily aimed at instructors who teach basic skills in the workplace.

Limitations
Because of the vast scope of document literacy and the scarcity of
teaching resources, this guide merely scratches the surface of the subject. It is hoped that the information included in this guide will encourage instructors to find teaching strategies which will help adult learners
to develop the skills to use information in all its various formats.

Document Examples
The focus of this guide is on the documents used by ordinary working
people. Many examples were drawn from materials collected during the
Essential Skills Research Project carried out by the Standards, Planning
and Analysis Department, at Human Resources Development Canada,
and are primarily documents used by workers in the C and D skill levels
of the National Occupational Classification. (Jobs in the C and D skill
levels generally do not require post-secondary education, and job skills
are acquired through on-the-job training or demonstration.)

Objectives
• To familiarize a wide range of educators with the complexities of
document use in the workplace.
• To assist instructors and trainers in preparing adult learners for the
documentary literacy demands of the workplace.
• To provide some motivation and suggestions for the further study
of document literacy.
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A Document Literacy Curriculum

A document literacy
curriculum has not yet
been developed.

Relatively little is
known about the
cognitive processes
which underlie document literacy skills.

If one makes the reasonable assumption that document literacy skills
are needed by many, and taught by few, one can speculate about what
type of information would be useful to teachers and instructors charged
with preparing adults for the workplace. Many utilities, like Bell Telephone, have deemed it worthwhile to explain their billing form, sending customers a sample bill with the various sections named and analysed. This reflects an appreciation (probably gained after thousands of
hours on the phone handling customer questions) of the fact that understanding information design is not ‘intuitive,’ but requires some explicit
instruction.
Underlying any document literacy curriculum is a wealth of research
and theory from many different fields. Much of this research has been
carried out by the producers of documents, who have evaluated documents using field trials with differing document designs, and have
focused on what could be done to make the document effective, given
the present knowledge and skills of the document user. Relatively less
work has been done to identify skills that will enable document users to
make the best use of documents, given the vagaries of document design
and the poor layout found in many instances. Some suggestions for
curriculum content follow.
1. Typographic Awareness
The growing sophistication of typographic technique resulting from
electronic publishing, means that typographic variation is often an
important indicator of meaning. Reading the typical software manual,
the reader is confronted with typographical distinctions indicating
words included in the glossary, important warnings, and commands to
be entered from the keyboard. Being aware of this typography and
associating meaning with it is an important reading skill.
2. Text Display
Text display or discourse punctuation is a concern for producers of all
types of information. We may all know about the appearance and purpose of a ‘pull quote’ or a ‘side-bar’ in a magazine article because they
are common and conventional uses of text display. They are however
only a small deviation from the continuous prose which takes up the
majority of a page or two page spread. Text displayed in matrixes, keyed
to diagrams, or displayed in sections of a screen display may be neither
familiar or conventional. At work, unfamiliar text displays may have to
be analysed; this analysis requires that the worker have some strategies

4
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for carrying out the task and some experience with other types of display for comparison. Understanding how text is sectioned and displayed
in documents is another important curriculum strand.
3. Information Design
As Tufte (1990) points out, information design is the art or science of
“enhancing the dimensionality and density of portrayals of information.” There is little doubt that the amount of information needed for
work is increasing and that it is being displayed in a wide variety of
sophisticated formats. Apart from the proponents of content-area reading instruction in the schools, not much has been done to help students
explore document literacy. The average high school graduate knows
about the structure of a poem, but may have never seen a decision tree
or been asked comprehension questions about a graph.
4. Understanding Document Organization
What might loosely be called ‘understanding document organization’
is critical for effective information searches and efficient use of documents generally. While this is not material for a stand-alone course, the
understanding and use of search and access aids in documents is something which instructors should integrate into content instruction—if the
trainee is required to use a document to get the job done, some time
should be devoted to explaining the structure of the document and
demonstrating its effective use. Hierarchical headings, indexes, and
tables of contents are useful only if they are understood and used consciously; practical experience shows that this is not true even with
common references like the Yellow Pages. ‘Using document parts’ is a
well defined topic in content-area reading instruction and could be
adapted to apply to the wider variety of documents found at work—
code books, catalogues, operating manuals, etc.
5. Practical Exercises
To help instructors integrate document literacy skills instruction into
training, this guide includes an applications section containing suggestions for practical exercises. The exercises have been drawn from workshops and other team teaching carried out by SkillPlan staff.
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Research into Document Literacy at Work

Early research into
literacy at work was
carried out by the
armed forces in the
United States.

Workers on the job
encounter a wider
range of reading
materials than students
in technical college.

Reading at work is
primarily ‘reading to
do’ rather than ‘reading to learn.’
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Reading and writing at work has been the subject of a number of
studies over the last twenty years. These studies have consistently
shown that workers in most jobs spend significant portions of the day
reading. The purposes for this reading, the skills used, and the materials
read at work are unlike those found in other contexts.
Research carried out at the San Diego ship yards (Sticht, Fox, Hauke
and Zapf, 1975) was probably the first systematic look at reading at
work. Sticht and his associates interviewed 178 workers at the shipyard
to discover what was being read and how reading tasks were carried out.
The first finding was that workers in this setting read or scanned documents for about two hours a day, and that the amount of reading increased for workers at higher ranks. Other studies have since confirmed
the fact that nearly all workers spend a significant portion of each day
reading and regard reading as an important part of their jobs.
The purpose for reading was also examined and the research team
discovered that about 60% of the jobsite reading was reading-to-do, or
reading strictly for the purpose of carrying out specific tasks with no
intention of learning or remembering what had been read. Workers
reported that 76% of the reading would be repeated if the same job task
was carried out on the following day. Almost two thirds of what the
shipyard workers read involved interpreting a combination of text and
figures.
In a study of the relationship between high school and technical
college reading and reading on-the-job Mikulecky (1982) found considerable differences in the scope and depth of materials encountered
(reading demand), the purposes for reading, and the strategies used. He
found that middle level workers (clerical, sales, and service industry
workers) had to deal with a wider range of materials than high school or
college students. Reading in school was almost exclusively (95%)
textbook material. Workers, on the other hand, had to contend with
manuals, flyers, product directions, labels, computer screen printouts,
and a variety of other materials.
The purpose and strategies used for completing reading related tasks
was also significantly different. Students in school reported that 66% of
their reading was for the purpose of learning; workers reported that only
15% of their reading was for this purpose. Reading-to-do tasks comprised only 2% of the students’ reading, while workers reported that
some 35% of their reading was for this purpose. The difference for blue
collar workers (skilled tradespeople) and technical school students was
more pronounced; these workers reported that 58% of their reading had
application as the goal while this was the purpose of only 7% of students’ reading.
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The ability to search
documents for specific
information is a major
document literacy skill.

In recent research,
document literacy is
recognized as distinct
from prose literacy.

IALS research reveals
that many Canadians
have limited ability to
carry out tasks involving document use.

Workers also indicated that they used a wider range of strategies for
dealing with on-the-job reading. They were more likely to use a combination of problem solving, notetaking, and associating reading with
what is already known. Students reported that their major reading
strategy was to reread the material several times.
Mikulecky concludes that there is little congruence between the
reading done by high school students and that done by middle level
occupations studied, nor between reading in technical colleges and the
reading required by the blue collar occupations for which the colleges
prepare students.
Kirsch and Guthrie (1984) studied the relationship between total
reading volume and the major skills of comprehending text and searching for information. The study of a sample of workers at a telephone
company revealed that almost all of the reading at work (95%) involved
text search activities while most of the reading outside work involved
comprehending continuous text in familiar formats. The authors noted
little correlation between scores on separate tests of prose comprehension and text search ability. They concluded that different reading
processes are involved.
The latest survey of adult literacy skills, the International Adult
Literacy Survey (IALS) (Statscan/OECD 1995), used a methodology
similar to the earlier Literacy Skills Used in Daily Activities (LSUDA)
survey. In both surveys, three scales were used to measure ability in
three domains. The first domain, prose literacy, includes the knowledge
and skill to understand and use information in continuous texts such as
editorials and news stories. Document literacy describes the skills and
knowledge needed to locate and use information contained in a variety
of document formats-maps, schedules, payroll slips, and entry forms.
Lastly, quantitative literacy refers to the skills and knowledge required
to apply arithmetic operations to numbers embedded in printed formats.
Completing an order form or balancing a chequebook are typical tasks
requiring quantitative literacy. Measurement scales are divided into five
literacy levels. Each level implies the ability to carry out a particular set
of adult reading tasks. At level 1, workers are able to read and interpret
only short selections of familiar text, while at level 5, workers can read
dense and complex texts which often require considerable inference and
specialized knowledge.
The IALS study validates earlier studies which show that many
Canadians have limited literacy. About 40% of the population fall within
levels I and 2 on all literacy scales. One level 2 question asks for some
information which can be found by reading a plant care label from the
nursery-basic information written for the general public. Needless to
say, workers at, and below, this level of literacy will have great difficulty
adjusting to a future economy which offers only jobs requiring high
levels of reading and writing ability.
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Literacy practices and
skills vary considerably
between different
countries and different
economies.

Maintaining and
building literacy skills
is a challenge for many
adults.

8

The study provides concrete evidence of the increasing demand for
literacy skills in modern industrial economies. In growing industries
such as personal and financial services, workers demonstrated literacy
skill at high levels; workers in shrinking industries such as agriculture
and manufacturing had the lowest average literacy ratings. Workers in
these declining industries are less literate and, as consequence, are less
able to make the transition to other work.
There are some interesting differences between workers in different
countries. German workers read more than Canadian workers. Germans
reported reading a variety of workplace documents at rates 10%-15%
higher than Canadian workers. Europeans generally scored higher on
the document literacy scale and lower on the prose scale than their
North American counterparts, a difference which is probably related to
variations in the respective educational systems.
The study confirms what most workplace educators and trainers know
already; literacy is not a one-time accomplishment, but a skill which
must be exercised or it will be lost. School provides a foundation for
adult literacy, but without continued application to adult demands,
literacy decreases. In Germany, literacy levels continue to increase after
leaving school, with greater numbers of people at higher reading levels
ten years after they finished school. In the United States, the proportion
of people at the lowest literacy level increases with age. In Canada also,
older people have lower skills than younger people with similar educational attainment. The study indicates that maintaining a high degree of
literacy is a challenge not met by some individuals, and underlines the
need for recurrent training to maintain skills. Some jobs and some
workplaces have not provided an environment where literacy was
encouraged or valued, and it is fairly evident that many workers are
moving into the ‘information age’ with insufficient skills to fully participate.
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Summary and Preview
The research carried out to date into basic skills used in the workplace has shown that document literacy is important for performing
many jobs. It is also a safe bet that workers in the future ‘information
economy’ will need more facility with documents rather than less. The
intent of this guide is to provide basic skills instructors with some ideas
for developing learning activities for document literacy.
The guide is divided into eight sections:
Section 1

looks at the structure of lists and the way that lists
provide a framework for many different kinds of
information displays.

Section 2

examines entry forms and the problems workers have
when filling out this type of document.

Section 3

reviews graphs and charts. These visual representations
of numerical information are a significant feature of
many workplaces.

Section 4

describes the variety of mimetic representations found in
workplace documents—the drawings, diagrams and
plans which are an important part of most construction
and repair jobs.

Section 5

discusses what is known about designing usable
documents and includes topics such as readability and
typography.

Section 6

presents some ideas for teaching document use and
document reading skills.

Section 7

gives an overview of document complexity and
suggests how to assess the difficulty of document use.

Section 8

brings together several practical examples of teaching
which involve document use.

Note

In the text, important terms are indicated by italic
typeface. Many of these terms are defined in the glossary
which starts on page 125.
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SkillPlan

The BC Construction Industry Skills Improvement Council, SkillPlan, is a joint labour/
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Introduction
Thinking and talking about documents requires a vocabulary that we can all
agree on. What is there to say about a combined list or a Pareto chart? What are
the words that describe the structural features that make information displays
meaningful? Without these words and an understandings of document structure,
educators are crippled in their attempts to teach essential skills needed for reading
the documents that most adults encounter at work and in their everyday lives.
In informational text, elements such as exposition, sequence, rationale, style,
and form are commonly accepted as a means of discussing and analysing language. Every school age child parses sentences into verbs, nouns and other parts
of speech. A parallel system to analyse the elements required to understand
documents seems to be lacking. It is increasingly important to address the reading
applications that are critical to the use and design of documents.
When Statistics Canada presented Literacy, Economy and Society, Results of
the First International Adult Literacy Survey in 1995, the skills needed to locate
and use information contained in a range of document types became distinct from
the skills needed to understand and use information from continuous text. Using
similar difficulty scales the Essential Skills Research Project investigated how
reading is applied in work situations in Canada. After gathering data from more
than 3,000 workers in entry level occupations, the evidence is overwhelming.
Nearly every worker in Canada uses documents; charts, entry forms, graphs,
maps, charts and other varieties of information design. They may locate information, make inferences, integrate several documents, make entries, interpret data
and more. Documents are used to inform, instruct, gather information, persuade,
locate, and visually represent. Whatever the task, the ability to wrestle meaning
from text and format is critical to successful employment.

Purpose
The purpose of Language of Documents is to build on the educational practices
of traditional reading instruction and take a step into a new domain. In this domain, reading fulfils a function, that is, to do something with what is read. The
reader searches for a specific piece of information, usually needed to perform a
task quickly and efficiently. Furthermore, the reader will return to the same material every time the same task needs to be performed. Knowing the structural
features will increase the ability of the individual to find the solution to the question that sent him to the document in the first place. More discourse and greater
understanding will likely lead to a more critical consumership of documents and
eventually to better design of information displays. The ultimate goal of this guide
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is to encourage and provide support to educators in their quest to teach transferable skills, those that will serve the participants in their programs at work and in
the wider community.
The Language of Documents is a sequel to Document Literacy: A Guide for
Workplace Trainers and Educators by Julian Evetts. It provided some understanding of document classifications and will be referred to periodically throughout this
guide. The intent of this guide is:
•
•
•
•

To present visual schematics of document types, demonstrating visual and
organizational features that distinguish among types.
To demonstrate the transferable features of reading documents.
To provide document examples appropriate for some workplace education
settings which could also be models for adaptation.
To establish a common language for talking about documents and to
advance the discipline of document literacy.

Audience
This publication is a collection of ideas that are arranged to suggest a sequential, skill building curriculum for practitioners in adult basic education; workforce
education and training situations. For most of us, the most familiar adult education
learning principle is to frame new learning in a sequence from the known to the
unknown. Often, educators make instruction meaningful by choosing material that
holds interest for participants and builds on their experiences. Improving skills
that are essential in the workplace adds the relevancy of employability. The challenge for many adult educators and their students is to find learning connections
from the complexity of experience to the reality of skills needed for work.
Many of those participating in upgrading are anxious to build self-esteem, not
just through learning, but by qualifying for better jobs. This drive for transferable
employable skills is not always met through the study of prose, as instructive as
that may be. The study of document use is valuable instantly, in everyday life.
Workplace educators and trainers who may be challenged philosophically by the
idea of teaching directly to one-time applications will be relieved by familiar
features including: vocabulary development, identifying types, parsing details,
critical analysis, comparing, contrasting, summarizing and applying. This manual
names transferable skills, gives examples and suggests adaptations for practice.

Limitations
The limiting features are all contextual. Instructors and their adult students can
develop the best ways to use this material in the context of their particular learning
situation; this guide is only a kick start. In some cases, a script has been provided
for those who are interested in using this material but need a guide at the outset.
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The example documents can be photocopied and used as class sets. They can also
serve as idea generators for more contextually relevant materials. The binder
format lends itself to additions of documents and exercises. Fortunately, documents are everywhere in our lives; we will never run out of materials. Classification and sorting of collections is an exercise in awareness raising. Educators,
trainers and participants alike should be encouraged to collect and analyse documents as they encounter them.
SkillPlan is interested in improving document literacy through instruction. The
combined efforts of those in the field will help to make this study grow in depth
and breadth. Developing curriculum materials for teaching document use is
reasonably new and for the most part, haphazard. Please write to us and share
your experience using this guide.

A Typology of Documents
Primary Type

Specific

Examples

Simple
Combined
Intersecting
Nested

Multi-column chart
“
“

p. 3 - Asphyxiants
p. 8 - Fax order form
p. 14 - Postal zone chart
p. 16 - Tire size chart

Entry
Forms

Regulatory
Enabling

Inspection form
Application

p. 37 - Condition Report
p. 27 - Subscription form

Pictorial
Documents

Graphs

Line Graph
Bar Graph
Scatter diagram
Pie Graph

p. 45 - Drying schedule
p. 50 - Histogram
p. 48 - Height/caliper plot
p. 56 - Distribution of poor

Maps

Reference maps
Thematic maps

p. 63 - Road Map
p. 69 - Canada - political

Mimetic
Documents

Pictures & Drawings
Diagrams
Symbols & Icons
Schematics

p. 78 - Hand brake
p. 95 - Fall restraint
p. 97 - TDG sign
p. 100 - Transistor

Lists

Sub Type
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Summary and Preview
Language of Documents mirrors the format used in the SkillPlan publication Document
Literacy. Section headings are ordered and build on those found in the first publication. The
additions emphasize the vocabulary and teaching points within each topic.

Section 1 - Lists
Like the sentence in continuous text, lists are the sentence of document literacy. This analogy
is carried through the lists section in order to focus on the transferable skills that can be taught to
increase skill levels in document literacy. Progressing through simple, combined, intersecting and
nested lists suggests a sequential series of lessons. This section provides the key understandings
which are required to understand subsequent sections.

Section 2 - Entry Forms
In this section, the focus is on recognizing lists within entry form documents. Determining
organizational categories leads the reader to an understanding of what questions are being asked.
While the discussion is from the point of view of consumer, these are also important lessons for
those who design entry forms.

Section 3 - Graphs and Charts
In this section, consideration is given to the visual elements of information displays. In a shift
from what is traditionally presented as mathematical manipulation, line graphs, bar graphs and
pie charts make mathematics visible and ‘readable.’

Section 4 - Maps
The section on maps explores the two main purposes that maps serve. Workers use reference
maps to find destinations, plan efficient routes, or locate detailed typographical information.
Thematic maps are used by workers in all sectors to highlight all types of information in relationship to a particular geography.

Section 5 - Mimetic Documents
In this section ‘a picture is worth a thousand words.’ Mimetic documents include an amazing
variety of interesting document types. To interpret mimetic documents, one must
read both visually and literally. Some mimetic document types help us to identify or categorize
the world as we see it; others represent these same items or processes symbolically.

Section 6 - Glossary
Returning to the theme of document language, this section summarizes the vocabulary needed
to form ideas and to discuss the structure of documents from simple lists to the most complex
mimetic documents.
viii
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